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ABS Seed offers a complete range of APPS for different processes in your seed company. These APPS can 
replace your old ABS Mobile applications. The APPS are divided in ON-LINE apps and in OFF-LINE apps 
dependent of their purpose.

ON-LINE Apps for Inventory and Processing

The inventory and processing apps are used in your warehouse and processing facility to register various of your in-house 
activities. All apps control its specific functionality in a workflow and can be used in combination with native functionalities on 
your device as the camera, the barcode and IR readers. Your devices are used on-line and are linked via WIFI to the network in 
your warehouse and processing facilities. These apps can be used both on Android as well as iOS devices.

Overview of our ABS Seed ON-LINE apps:

Pick, pack and ship sales deliveries

Execute process assignments, like drying, cleaning or packing of the seeds

Take the samples from inventory

Warehouse movements of the seeds, move quality samples and including move colli for a delivery

Execute the stock-taking of your warehouse locations

Can be used for a variety of tasks in the warehouse: change packaging, bulk to fust, get information  
about the batch, unpack the seeds, move a whole location

Receive seeds, from either production, purchase, or transfer

Destroy the seeds which have no commercial value anymore

Expedition App:

Stock-taking App:

Receiving App:

Sampling App:

Move inventory App:

Destroy Seed App:

Processing App:

Inventory Management App:

ABS Seed Apps

OFF-LINE Apps for Production and Quality

The production app is used in the field and the quality app is used in your internal laboratory or when available used by your 
external laboratory. Both apps also control its specific functionality in a workflow and can be used in combination with native 
functionalities on your device as the camera, GPS, the barcode reader. Your devices are used also off-line. These apps can only 
be used on Android devices.

Overview of our ABS Seed OFF-LINE apps:

On-line and off-line registration of worldwide field inspections and activities. It offers expectations  
on yields, diseases and weeds on your production. The application is able to record GPS locations, 
photos and to make drawings

Registration of the quality test results, photos and barcode reading with camera, both on-line 
as well as off-line

Production App:

Quality App:
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